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Abstract X-ray crystallography studies have identified that
most cyclic inhibitors of HIV protease (including cyclic ureas)
bind in a symmetric manner, however some cyclic inhibitors,
such as cyclic sulfamides, bind in a non-symmetric manner.
This raises the question as to whether it is possible for cyclic
sulfamides to bind symmetrically and conversely for cyclic
ureas to bind non-symmetrically. Herein we report an analysis
of the conformational preference of cyclic ureas and sulfa-
mides both free in solution and bound to HIV protease,
including an investigation of the effect of branching. Quantum
chemical calculations (B3LYP, M06-2X, MP2, CCSD(T))
predict the cyclic urea to prefer a symmetric conformation in
solution, with a large activation barrier towards inter-
conversion to the non-symmetric conformation. This differs
from the cyclic sulfamides, which marginally prefer a non-
symmetric conformation with a much smaller barrier to inter-
conversion making it more likely for a non-preferred confor-
mation to be observed. It is predicted that the cyclic scaffold
itself favours a symmetric form, while branching induces a
preference for a non-symmetric form. MD simulations on the
free inhibitors identified inter-conversion with the cyclic sul-
famides but not the cyclic ureas, in support of the quantum
chemical results. MM-PB(GB)SA calculations on the cyclic
inhibitors bound to HIV protease corroborate the X-ray crys-
tallography studies, identifying the cyclic ureas to bind sym-
metrically and the cyclic sulfamides in a non-symmetrical
manner. While the non-preferred form of the sulfamide may

well be present as a free molecule in solution, our results
suggest that it is unlikely to bind to HIV protease in a sym-
metric manner.
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Introduction

The search for potent and selective small molecule inhib-
itors of HIV protease has led to a focus on cyclic classes of
compounds. Cyclic compounds offer advantages over ex-
tended ‘straight-chain’ inhibitors due to their smaller size
and constrained flexibility [1]. As free molecules in solu-
tion, cyclic inhibitors possess reduced flexibility in compar-
ison with extended (non-cyclic) inhibitors, which is largely
responsible for limiting the entropy loss of the cyclic inhib-
itors upon binding to HIV protease. Further reduction of the
entropy loss is expected by including inhibitor functionality
to mimic the conserved ‘structural’ water present in the
binding site of HIV protease [2, 3]. Moreover, cyclic com-
pounds may be expected to yield improved bioavailability
over extended chain compounds of similar potency.

To date a number of cyclic inhibitors of varying potency
have been developed [4–6]. A cyclic urea compound was
the first cyclic inhibitor co-crystallized in HIV protease [7],
which subsequently lead to the development of numerous
urea analogues [1, 8–12]. Most known cyclic inhibitors have
been developed from a common template structure; a central
seven-member ring that allows for seven-fold substituent
functionality (Fig. 1). The functionality at the top of the
cyclic scaffold (W) mimics the hydrogen bonding features
of a key structural water molecule that interacts with the
HIV protease flap tips (β-hairpin structures). The four side
chains (R1, R1′, R2, R2′) branch off the scaffold and bind to
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the four major subsites of HIV protease (S1, S1′, S2, S2′
using standard nomenclature where Si and Si’ sites are
structurally equivalent), while the branches can also be
extended to fill the S3 and S3′ subsites. The bottom of the
scaffold generally contains diol functionality to interact with
the catalytic aspartates and their flanking glycine residues.
For the interested reader, the review of Brik and Wong [13]
gives a full description of the binding site of HIV protease.

The binding site of HIV protease exhibits C2 symmetry,
and so the C2-symmetric cyclic inhibitors may be expected to
bind in a symmetric fashion with the axes of symmetry of the
inhibitor and enzyme being in alignment (positional symme-
try) [14]. Conformational symmetry of the inhibitor is also
important, for which binding of an inhibitor in the active site
of HIV protease is considered to be symmetric if the R1/R1′
branches bind into the S1/S1′ subsites and the R2/R2′ branches
bind into the S2/S2′ subsites, respectively (Fig. 2). Indeed, the
majority of cyclic inhibitors adopt a symmetric conformation
when bound to HIV protease [15]. However, it should be
noted that symmetric inhibitors are able to bind in both sym-
metric and non-symmetric modes [16].

The cyclic sulfamides provide an exception to this pref-
erence for symmetric binding. Bäckbro and co-workers [15]
have demonstrated that cyclic sulfamides adopt a non-
symmetric conformation in the binding site with the R1′
branch binding in the S2′ subsite while the R2′ branch binds
in the S1′ subsite (Fig. 2). It has been hypothesized that the
change in symmetry preference of the cyclic sulfamides is

due to a change in the geometry of the central scaffold in
comparison with other cyclic inhibitors [15].

The question arises as to why the cyclic sulfamides bind
in a non-symmetric conformation when the vast majority of
cyclic inhibitors bind in a symmetric manner. Hulten and co-
workers [17] have previously investigated the conformer
preference of a cyclic sulfamide inhibitor (with methyl
branches) and calculated the non-symmetric form to be only
10.0 kJmol−1 lower in energy at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level
of theory. It was suggested that this barrier is small enough
that appropriate substitution of the branches could overcome
the symmetry preference of the free molecule, leading to the
possibility that the cyclic sulfamide inhibitor may bind in a
symmetric conformation. Schaal and co-workers [18] have
tested this hypothesis by making and testing a series of
potential sulfamide inhibitors with both symmetric and
non-symmetric substituted branches, however they were
unsuccessful in producing sulfamide inhibitors that bind
symmetrically. To date there is no reported evidence of
cyclic sulfamide inhibitors binding in a symmetric manner.

Although there are no available crystal structures with the
inhibitors bound in a non-preferred manner, the possibility
that these inhibitors can bind in a non-preferred manner
cannot be excluded. While it is common to assume that
the preferred mode of binding is provided by the available
crystal structures, it should be remembered that crystal
structures themselves are often effectively force-field fitted
snapshots of the measured electron density [19]. Indeed, it is
possible to consider crystal structures as the protein-ligand
structure that is the kinetically least soluble form of the
protein, and moreover, that the X-ray structure of the
protein-ligand complex may consist of an ensemble of con-
formations [19]. The X-ray structure is a single representa-
tion of a system over the conformational energy landscape
and so there remains the distinct possibility that more than
one conformation of an inhibitor could be bound. Moreover,
the preferred conformation of the bound inhibitor may not
be the same as when the inhibitor is free in solution.

To answer the title question it is critical to accurately
model the conformer preference of these cyclic inhibitors as
free molecules in solution, as well as when they are com-
plexed with HIV protease. In their study of sulfamide inhib-
itors, Hulten and co-workers [17] only reported B3LYP/6-
31G(d) calculated energies, which may not be sufficiently
accurate for the reliable treatment of such molecular sys-
tems. Here we report a detailed theoretical investigation of
the relative stability of the symmetric and non-symmetric
conformations of cyclic ureas and sulfamides free in solvent
and bound in HIV protease. Ab initio and density functional
theory (DFT) calculations have been carried out to deter-
mine the favoured (lowest energy) conformations of the
inhibitors when free in solution, in both a non-polar (diethyl
ether) and polar (water) solvent with an implicit solvent

Fig. 1 Common seven-member ring template structure of cyclic inhib-
itors of HIV protease. The W signifies functionality to mimic the
structural water molecule, R2/R1/R1′/R2′ are branches that bind to the
S2/S1/S1′/S2′ subsites of HIV protease, and the diol functionality
mimics the catalytic water molecule
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model. Importantly, the barrier to inter-conversion between
the symmetric and non-symmetric forms of this class of
inhibitors has been investigated.

Molecular dynamics (MD) calculations have additionally
been carried out to identify the preferred conformation when
the inhibitors are free in solution and when bound to HIV
protease. Simulated annealing modelling additionally pro-
vides a measure of the ease of inter-conversion of the
symmetric and non-symmetric forms of the free inhibitors.
Results from the ab initio and DFT calculations are also
combined with molecular mechanics-Poisson-Boltzmann
surface area (MM-PBSA) and analogous generalized-Born
(MM-GBSA) results in order to include an estimate of
inhibitor strain energy (difference in energy of symmetric
and non-symmetric forms) in binding, which is not included
in the single trajectory MM-PB(GB)SA approach.

A number of inhibitor scaffold branches were considered
in an attempt to identify whether specific conformations are
favoured due to the scaffold itself, or as a result of branch-
ing. Hulten and co-workers [17] only considered methyl
branches with a cyclic sulfamide inhibitor. Here we have
considered a range of branched cyclic inhibitors, which has
allowed the conformational preference of the bare seven-
membered cyclic scaffold (de-branched) itself to be deter-
mined. In this manner we have tested the efficacy of
employing simplified model systems in place of the fully
branched inhibitor, which has ramifications for future pre-
dictive studies. The availability of a model inhibitor system
could be useful for understanding the process of binding
(conformational requirements for the inhibitors) and could
aid further development of new cyclic inhibitors of HIV
protease.

Computational methods

Structure preparation

Crystal structures of HIV protease complexed with symmet-
ric urea (PDB ID: 1ajx) and non-symmetric sulfamide (PDB
ID: 1ajv) inhibitors were used as templates for the genera-
tion of all symmetric and non-symmetric inhibitors, respec-
tively (both bound and free in solution). These inhibitors
were selected since they have the same side chains, such that
variation in the inhibitor binding energies could more
readily be attributed to either the conformational symmetry
or scaffold type. For both the urea and sulfamide, two
phenoxymethyl branches sit in the S1 subsites, with benzyl
branches in the S2 subsite (Fig. 1). Three-dimensional struc-
tures were generated for four classes of inhibitors: symmet-
ric and non-symmetric cyclic urea inhibitors, and symmetric
and non-symmetric cyclic sulfamide inhibitors. Each inhib-
itor was generated from the appropriate template structure
within Maestro [20], which were subsequently energy min-
imized using the universal force field (UFF) [21]. These
inhibitor structures were used as starting structures in quan-
tum chemical calculations.

The three model inhibitor systems considered throughout
this work were: (i) the complete inhibitors (labelled fully
branched), (ii) inhibitors whereby the side chains were
replaced with methyl groups (labelled methyl branched, R,
R’ 0 CH3 in Fig. 1), and (iii) inhibitors with side chains
removed (labelled de-branched, R, R’ 0 H in Fig. 1). For the
DFT investigation of the free inhibitors in solution an addi-
tional isopropyl branched model system was considered
(labelled isopropyl branched, R, R’ 0 CH(CH3)2). The

Fig. 2 a Symmetric
conformation of cyclic urea
inhibitor (heavy atoms only)
and b non-symmetric confor-
mation of cyclic sulfamide in-
hibitor (heavy atoms only).
View from above on left, side
view on right. R2 branches from
N at scaffold positions 2 and 7,
while R1 branches from C at
positions 3 and 6 (see Fig. 1)
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model systems retain the scaffold symmetry of the complete
inhibitors, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

The template PDB structures were used to generate all
HIV protease-ligand complexes. Complexes with the model
inhibitor systems were produced within Maestro [20] by
first superimposing the new inhibitor onto the template
structure of the same inhibitor symmetry. For example, the
HIV protease complex with the symmetric form of the
sulfamide inhibitor was generated from the 1ajx structure
(with a bound symmetric urea inhibitor) by superimposing
the sulfamide molecule onto the urea, before deleting the
urea and leaving the new HIV protease complex with the
symmetric sulfamide inhibitor docked into the same posi-
tion as the template structure.

Ab initio and density functional theory calculations

Geometries of all inhibitors were optimized using B3LYP
[22, 23] and M06-2X [24] functionals with a self-consistent
reaction field (SCRF) in order to provide a representation of
the free inhibitor in solution. Default optimization parame-
ters were used, with the root-mean square (RMS) of the
force required to be less than 3.0×10−3 Eh/Bohr. Stationary
points were characterized as minima by calculating the
Hessian matrix analytically at the same level of theory.
Thermodynamic corrections, including zero-point energies
(ZPE), were taken from these calculations (standard state of
T0298.15 K and p01 atm). Two basis sets were employed
for a comparison of optimized geometries; 6–31G(d) [25]
for comparison with the work of Hulten et al. [17], and cc-
pVTZ [26], which corresponds to the basis set used to
parameterize the partial charges in the ff03 force field that
was used in the molecular dynamics (MD) study. Two
solvent environments were also considered; diethyl ether
with a dielectric constant of 4.2 to represent a protein-like
environment [27], and water with a dielectric constant of 78
to represent a polar solvent environment. Solvent effects
were modelled with the integral equation formulation of
the polarizable continuum model (IEFPCM) [28–30]. Ge-
ometry optimization of transition states employed the qua-
dratic synchronous transit (QST) approach [31]. Single-

point energy calculations, including IEFPCM-SCRF, were
carried out at the respective geometries with B3LYP, M06-
2X [24], MP2, SCS-MP2 [32] and SOS-MP2 [33] methods.
For a subset of inhibitors, dispersion-corrected B3LYP
(B3LYP-D3) [34] calculations were carried out within
GAMESS (version 2012, 1 May) [35]. Additional CCSD
and CCSD(T) calculations were carried out at the B3LYP/
cc-pVTZ optimized structures for the de-branched and
methyl branched inhibitors. The 6-311+G(d,p) [36, 37],
TZVP [38, 39], def2-TZVPP [40] and def2-QZVP [40]
basis sets were used for single point energies. For simplicity,
the def2- label is omitted in the following, with the def2-
TZVPP and def2-QZVP basis sets labelled TZVPP and
QZVP, respectively. For the systems considered in this
work, the def2-QZVP and def2-QZVPP basis sets are equiv-
alent. Unless noted, all calculations were carried out in
Gaussian 09 [41] with default SCRF parameters (for ether
and water solvents). For technical reasons, atomic charge
parameters for MM calculations were taken from geometries
optimized within Gaussian 03 with default SCRF parame-
ters for water and ether solvents [42].

MD simulations

For MD simulations of the full inhibitor bound to HIV
protease, inhibitor geometries were optimized at both the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/cc-pVTZ levels of theory. In
each case an implicit solvent model (SCRF) was employed,
with separate ether and water type solvent models. Atomic
charge parameters were determined by first generating
Merz-Kollman [43] electrostatic potentials (ESP) at the
same level of theory as used in the geometry optimization,
which were subsequently employed in the restrained ESP
(RESP) methodology [44] as implemented in AMBER 10
[45]. All other inhibitor parameters were defined within the
gaff force field [46]. Parameters for HIV protease were
defined within the ff03 force field [47]. As recommended
[48–50], one of the catalytic aspartic acids (Asp25) of HIV
protease was protonated while the other (Asp25’) was
deprotonated. Each HIV protease-inhibitor system was sol-
vated in an octahedral SPC/E box that extended at least 12 Å

Fig. 3 De-branched a cyclic
urea structure highlighting its
symmetric nature, and b cyclic
sulfamide structure highlighting
its non-symmetric nature. In
each case the inhibitors are il-
lustrated with a side view (left)
and front view (right). Only
non-hydrogen atoms are shown
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from the complex, and the system was charge neutralized
with the inclusion of five chloride ions. For MD simulations
of the free inhibitors in solution, solvation was accom-
plished by extending the octahedral SPC/E box at least
12 Å from the inhibitor.

The MD simulations were performed within AMBER
(sander and pmemd) using the SHAKE [51] and PME [52]
methodologies with periodic boundary conditions and a cut-
off of 12 Å. All simulations were performed in duplicate and
followed a six-stage protocol. The first three stages served to
systematically minimize the energy of the system. An initial
2000-step minimization was carried out (1000 steepest-
descent (SD) then 1000 conjugate gradient (CG)) with
2.0 kcalmol−1 restraints placed on all heavy atoms. A
2000-step minimization followed with restraints (2.0 kcal
mol−1) placed only on non-hydrogen atoms from the pro-
tein. The third minimization stage involved a 2500-step
minimization (1000 SD and 1500 CG) with all restraints
removed. The systems were then heated to 300 K using
Langevin dynamics [53] in a slow, stepwise fashion (60 K
every 3 ps). During heating, 2.0 kcalmol−1 restraints were
placed on all atoms in both the protein and inhibitor. Equil-
ibration was then performed in the NPT ensemble for 50,000
steps with all restraints removed (a total of 100 ps with a 2 fs
timestep). The temperature was controlled using a Langevin
dynamics temperature scheme and pressure by an isotropic
position-scaling algorithm. Finally, a production phase of
5 ns was performed using the same conditions as the equil-
ibration phase. To ensure that duplicate simulations did not
synchronize, random seeds were used to initialize velocities,
while snapshots were output every 10 ps to ensure that the
snapshots were not correlated [54].

For MD simulations of the methyl branched and full inhib-
itor free in solution, atomic partial charges were obtained from
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ optimized geometries in a water-like solvent
environment (SCRF), employing the same ESP and RESP
methodologies. The MD simulations followed the general
protocol outlined above for the complex, although with a
production phase of 50 ns. Separate simulations at higher
temperatures were also carried out, with heating to 400, 500
and 600 K implemented in the same slow, stepwise fashion
(60 K every 3 ps) using Langevin dynamics [53]. A produc-
tion phase of 5 ns was utilized for the simulations at temper-
atures greater than 300 K.

MM-PB(GB)SA binding free energies

The MM-PB(GB)SA methodologies [55, 56] were utilized
to calculate inhibitor binding free energies for the receptor-
ligand complex,

ΔGbind ¼ Gcomplex

� �� Greceptor

� �� Gligand

� �
: ð1Þ

Free energies for each molecular component (complex,
receptor, ligand) are calculated according to,

G ¼ Emm þ Gsolv þ TSmm; ð2Þ
where Smm is the configurational entropy, Gsolv is the solva-
tion free energy and Emm is the MM energy, which is
calculated as,

Emm ¼ Einternal þ Eelec þ EvdW : ð3Þ
Here Einternal is the bond, angle and dihedral energies,

Eelec is the electrostatic energy and EvdW is the van der Waals
(vdW) energy. In the single trajectory approach, Einternal will
cancel between ligand, receptor and complex, simplifying
Eq. 3. The Gsolv term may be separated into polar
(electrostatic) and non-polar components,

Gsolv ¼ Gpol þ Gnp: ð4Þ

The polar component (Gpol) is calculated using either a
PB or GB method while the non-polar component (Gnp) is
calculated via a linear relationship to the solvent-accessible
surface area (SASA),

Gnp ¼ gSASAþ b; ð5Þ
where γ and β are coefficients. The GB model is an ap-
proximation to the more rigorous PB model for which it is
generally assumed that MM-PBSA energies are superior to
MM-GBSA energies.

The PB polar solvation free energies (Gpol) were calculated
with DelPhi [57] using parse radii [58], a cubic lattice that was
80 % filled by the complex, a grid spacing of 0.5 Å, and 500
linear steps to solve the PB equation. The GB estimates of
Gpol were calculated using the GB model developed by
Onufriev et al. [59]. Both the PB and GB calculations used
dielectric constants of 1 and 80 for the interior and exterior of
the complex, respectively. For PB non-polar solvation ener-
gies (Eq. 5), γ was set to 0.00542 kcalmol−1Å−2 and β to
0.92 kcalmol−1 [60], while GB non-polar solvation energies
were calculated with coefficients of 0.0072 kcalmol−1Å−2 for
γ and 0.0 kcalmol−1 for β [61].

Entropy contributions (Smm) to the binding free energy were
not calculated, since it has previously been identified that entro-
py differences for inhibitors of similar structure should be
negligibly small [55, 62, 63]. All counterions and water mole-
cules were removed before calculating binding energies, which
were averaged over duplicate simulations in an effort to increase
the reliability of calculated binding energies.

Results

When bound to HIV protease, the preferred conformation of
cyclic urea and sulfamide inhibitors is the symmetric and
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non-symmetric scaffold conformations, respectively. It has
been claimed that “cyclic inhibitors have a high degree of
pre-organization, and thus there should be minimal differ-
ences between the bound and unbound forms” [1, 64]. In the
following computational investigation of free inhibitors, we
start from the premise that the preferred inhibitor conforma-
tions are the same when bound or free in solution, and
subsequently analyse the validity of this assumption on the
basis of theoretical modelling.

Urea - free inhibitor in solution: ab initio and DFT energies

Conformer relative energies

The smaller de-branched model inhibitor system (R 0 H)
provides an opportunity to investigate the effect of branching
as well as to benchmark calculation methods against higher-
level computational methods that are not feasible for the larger
molecular systems. Relative energies (between the symmetric
and non-symmetric conformations) of the DFT optimized
structures of the de-branched inhibitors are given in Table 1.
For reference, the CCSD(T)/TZVPP results may be consid-
ered the most accurate of those presented in Table 1. Addi-
tional results are provided in the Online resource (energies at
B3LYP/6-31G(d) and M06-2X/6-31G(d) optimized geome-
tries, and additional single-point energies).

All levels of theory predict the symmetric conformation
to be the most stable form of the de-branched cyclic urea.
The calculated conformer energy differences are relatively
independent of the DFT functional (B3LYP or M06-2X) and
basis set employed in the geometry optimization (6-31G(d)
or cc-pVTZ), and are also relatively independent of the
method and basis set employed for single point energy
calculations. Solvent effects are more noticeable. Compared
to the ether solvent environment, the water solvent prefer-
entially stabilizes the non-symmetric form of the inhibitors
(relative energy is less positive). The Δ(ZPE) and Δ(ΔG)
corrections are consistent in magnitude between methods
and basis sets; they are negative in sign and thus reduce the
preference of the symmetric form.

Basis set convergence is consistent for the MP2 and
coupled cluster methods, with the relative energies converg-
ing from above (becomes less positive). With the QZVP
basis set, there are only minimal differences between the
MP2, SCS-MP2 and SOS-MP2 methods in comparison with
the CCSD(T)/TZVPP results (∼1.5 kJmol−1). Basis set limit
CCSD(T) values for urea may be estimated as 19.5±1.0 kJ
mol−1 (ether) and 15.0±1.0 kJmol−1 (water), where the error
bar represents two standard deviations. It is interesting to
note that the CCSD(T) difference between TZVP and
TZVPP relative energies is within 0.2 kJmol−1 of the
corresponding MP2 (and SCS-MP2, SOS-MP2) differences.
This trend is promising, as it suggests that for branched

inhibitors the computationally efficient MP2 method may
provide sufficiently accurate relative energies.

Relative energies for the methyl branched inhibitor (R 0

Me) are also given in Table 1 (additional results are provid-
ed in the Online resource). For reference, the CCSD(T)/
TZVP results may be considered the most accurate of those
presented. At all levels of theory the symmetric form of urea
is predicted to be the most stable. The magnitude of the
relative energy difference is smaller for the methyl branched
inhibitor than for the de-branched case, although for the
methyl branched form the observed trends in method, basis
set and geometry effect are consistent with those of the de-
branched inhibitor. The effect of implicit solvent is signifi-
cantly reduced in comparison with the de-branched form,
with the average difference between water and ether solvent
calculated energies being only 0.1 kJmol−1. The Δ(ZPE)
and Δ(ΔG) corrections are positive in sign, which merely
serves to reinforce the preference for the symmetric form.

Basis set convergence is similar to that of the de-
branched case, with the MP2 relative energies converging
from above (becomes less positive). The TZVP and TZVPP
basis set results are estimated to be within 2 and 1 kJmol−1

of the basis set limit, respectively. It is possible to estimate
CCSD(T)/TZVPP relative energies by addition of the MP2
calculated difference between TZVP and TZVPP results, to
the CCSD(T)/TZVP results, yielding relative energies of 6.5
(ether) and 6.4 (water) kJmol−1, respectively. An appropri-
ate error bar would be 1.5 kJmol−1. The SCS-MP2 and
SOS-MP2 results are in closer agreement to those from
CCSD(T) than are conventional MP2 results, suggesting
that the scaled MP2 methods may perform better as the
molecular system increases in size.

For the fully branched (complete) inhibitor, calculated
relative energies are presented in Table 2. There are several
notable trends in comparison with the methyl and de-branched
cases. Firstly, the DFT and MP2 methods yield different
results: the DFT methods produce energies that are relatively
independent of basis set, and preferentially stabilize the non-
symmetric form (relative energies are less positive) in com-
parison to the MP2 methods. The MP2 results for the full
inhibitor are in closer agreement to the de-branched inhibitor
than the methyl inhibitor, while the DFT relative energies
resemble those of the methyl branched inhibitor. It is noted
that the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set produces results that are far
from the basis set limit, and so it is recommended that this
basis set should be used with caution. Secondly, there are
significant geometry effects – both the basis set and DFT
functional used in the geometry optimization produce striking
effects on the calculated energies. The fact that the DFT
calculated relative energies differ dramatically whether a
B3LYP or M06-2X optimized geometry was employed, sug-
gests that dispersion effects may be considerable in the larger
inhibitor (M06-2X includes an account of dispersion).
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To further test the effect of branching and the efficacy of
these DFT functionals in the calculation of relative energies,
an isopropyl branched inhibitor was considered with results
presented in Table 2. In the same manner as for the full
inhibitor, there is a marked difference between energies cal-
culated at the B3LYP andM06-2X optimized geometries. The
effect of dispersion was investigated with gas-phase B3LYP
and dispersion-corrected B3LYP-D3 calculations (at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimized geometries with ether solvent),
for which the dispersion effect is estimated to be +6 kJmol−1.
That value is similar to the energy difference between the
B3LYP and M06-2X optimized geometry energies.

We can conclude that for the larger inhibitors, dispersion
effects are significant and that the M06-2X functional pro-
vides more reliable geometries than does the standard
B3LYP functional. This conclusion is of further conse-
quence for the consideration of thermodynamic corrections,
since the B3LYP and M06-2X functionals produce quite

different results (6-31G(d) basis set). For the isopropyl
branched inhibitor, the M06-2X thermal corrections are
positive in sign, which enhances the preference for a sym-
metric conformation. For the full inhibitor, the M06-2X
method yields Δ(ΔG) corrections that are negative in sign,
which is opposite that predicted by B3LYP. However, since
the electronic energies calculated at the M06-2X geometries
are somewhat more positive than those at the B3LYP geom-
etries, then the ΔG relative energies (E0 ¼ Ee þΔ ΔGð Þ)
are quite similar, independent of the geometry. With a cc-
pVTZ basis set, the B3LYP calculated Δ(ΔG) correction is
negative in sign, which suggests that basis set effects may
also be important in modelling the larger inhibitor.

Barriers to inter-conversion

An important aspect of considering the energy differences
between the symmetric and non-symmetric forms is the

Table 1 Energy difference be-
tween symmetric and non-
symmetric forms of de-branched
and methyl branched cyclic urea
inhibitors (kJ mol−1). Energy is
defined relative to the symmetric
conformation (positive values
indicate that the symmetric form
is lower in energy)

Electronic energies (Ee) unless
noted. Geometries and subse-
quent thermodynamic quantities
were calculated at the same level
of theory, in the presence of im-
plicit solvent. The ZPE correc-
tion,Δ(ZPE), refers to the change
in relative conformer energies as a
result of including ZPE; the ZPE-
corrected energy is defined as
E0 ¼ Ee þΔ ZPEð Þ. The Gibbs’
free energy correction Δ(ΔG)
refers to the change in relative
conformer energies if Gibb’s free
energies are used rather than
electronic energies, with the rela-
tive conformer Gibb’s free energy
given asΔG ¼ Ee þΔ ΔGð Þ
b Electronic energy at the level
of theory and basis set employed
in the geometry optimization

Ether Water Ether Water

De-branched inhibitor B3LYP/cc-pVTZ geometry M06-2X/cc-pVTZ geometry

Geometry opt method b 21.1 16.7 19.6 14.8

B3LYP/TZVPP 19.5 14.8 19.9 15.3

M06-2X/TZVPP 18.6 13.6 18.2 13.2

MP2/TZVPP 20.2 15.1 19.7 14.7

SCS-MP2/TZVPP 20.1 15.0 19.9 14.8

SOS-MP2/TZVPP 20.0 14.9 20.0 14.8

MP2/QZVP 19.2 14.1 18.7 13.6

SCS-MP2/QZVP 19.3 14.1 19.1 13.9

SOS-MP2/QZVP 19.3 14.1 19.2 14.0

CCSD/TZVP 21.3 15.8 21.2 15.7

CCSD/TZVPP 20.3 15.3 – –

CCSD(T)/TZVP 21.6 16.2 21.4 16.0

CCSD(T)/TZVPP 20.7 15.8 – –

Δ(ZPE) −1.9 −1.5 −1.4 −1.4

Δ(ΔG) −3.4 −2.8 −2.3 −2.2

Methyl branched inhibitor B3LYP/cc-pVTZ geometry M06-2X/cc-pVTZ geometry

Geometry opt method b 7.5 7.6 4.2 4.0

B3LYP/TZVPP 7.1 7.2 7.0 7.1

M06-2X/TZVPP 3.7 3.5 4.0 3.8

MP2/TZVPP 5.4 5.3 5.8 5.8

SCS-MP2/TZVPP 7.0 6.5 6.9 6.9

SOS-MP2/TZVPP 7.6 7.1 7.5 7.4

MP2/QZVP 5.0 5.0 5.3 5.4

SCS-MP2/QZVP 6.3 6.2 6.5 6.5

SOS-MP2/QZVP 7.0 6.8 7.1 7.0

CCSD/TZVP 8.4 8.3 8.6 8.6

CCSD(T)/TZVP 8.0 8.0 8.3 8.4

Δ(ZPE) 0.6 0.2 1.0 1.4

Δ(ΔG) 1.7 0.6 2.7 3.5
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barrier to inter-conversion. Transition state calculations for
the methyl branched inhibitor (Table 3) indicate that the
barrier height is substantial, being of the order of 50–60 kJ
mol−1. Importantly, it is expected that this barrier height is
sufficient to preclude any significant degree of inter-
conversion between symmetric and non-symmetric con-
formers of the urea inhibitor when free in solution.

In summary, all methods predict the symmetric conforma-
tion of the cyclic urea inhibitor to be more stable (with or
without ZPE andΔG corrections), independent of branching.
This result is consistent with inhibitor conformations deter-
mined from HIV protease-inhibitor crystal structures, al-
though there is no available experimental evidence for the

preferred conformation in solution. The effect of branching on
conformer preference may be estimated by comparison with
the basis set limit result for the de-branched case, which are 20
and 15 kJmol−1 for ether and water implicit solvent models,
respectively. With an ether solvent, the conformer energy
difference for branched inhibitors is smaller in magnitude than
that of the de-branched by 2–6 kJmol−1, which suggests that
the effect of branching in the cyclic urea is to favour a non-
symmetric conformation by 2–6 kJmol−1. With an implicit
water solvent, methyl branching favours the non-symmetric
form while the larger branched species marginally favour the
symmetric conformer, from which it is difficult to estimate a
consistent effect of branching.

Table 2 Energy difference be-
tween symmetric and non-
symmetric forms of isopropyl
and fully branched cyclic urea
inhibitors (kJ mol−1). Energy is
defined relative to the symmetric
conformation (positive values
indicate that the symmetric form
is lower in energy)

See Table 1 footnotes

Ether Water Ether Water

Isopropyl branched inhibitor B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometry M06-2X/6-31G(d) geometry

Geometry opt method b 14.3 14.9 24.5 24.9

B3LYP/TZVPP 10.4 11.3 15.9 16.6

M06-2X/TZVPP 19.5 19.8 22.7 23.2

MP2/TZVP 18.4 19.1 23.2 24.0

SCS-MP2/TZVP 17.5 18.1 22.1 22.8

SOS-MP2/TZVP 17.0 17.6 21.6 22.2

Δ(ZPE) −0.3 −0.3 2.5 2.2

Δ(ΔG) −1.4 −1.2 3.6 3.2

Full inhibitor B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometry M06-2X/6-31G(d) geometry

Geometry opt method b 13.7 13.5 19.1 23.8

B3LYP/TZVP 15.4 15.0 −0.7 5.6

B3LYP/TZVPP 14.2 13.6 −2.5 3.5

M06-2X/TZVP 14.8 14.3 20.6 24.2

M06-2X/TZVPP 13.3 12.6 18.6 21.9

MP2/TZVP 22.0 21.6 36.7 41.2

SCS-MP2/TZVP 21.3 20.8 30.2 34.7

SOS-MP2/TZVP 20.9 20.4 26.9 31.5

MP2/TZVPP 20.4 19.9

SCS-MP2/TZVPP 19.9 19.2

SOS-MP2/TZVPP 19.6 18.9

Δ(ZPE) −1.4 −0.5 0.3 −0.8

Δ(ΔG) 0.2 2.9 −6.8 −7.7

Full inhibitor B3LYP/cc-pVTZ geometry M06-2X/cc-pVTZ geometry

Geometry opt method b 7.5 12.2 16.6 20.2

B3LYP/TZVP 9.4 14.5 5.6 6.7

B3LYP/TZVPP 8.5 12.8 3.5 4.3

M06-2X/TZVP 9.4 13.3 20.1 23.9

M06-2X/TZVPP 8.1 11.2 17.4 21.1

MP2/TZVP 15.6 19.9 34.4 40.0

MP2/TZVPP 14.1 18.4

SCS-MP2/TZVPP 13.9 18.0

SOS-MP2/TZVPP 13.8 17.8

Δ(ZPE) −1.3 −2.2 1.2 0.5

Δ(ΔG) 0.4 −1.0 −1.7 −4.2
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Since the energy difference and barrier height between
the symmetric and non-symmetric forms is relatively large,
it is not expected that the non-symmetric form will be
present in solution to any great extent. Referring to the title
question of whether cyclic HIV protease inhibitors can bind
in a non-preferred form, it is expected that the non-
symmetric form is not readily available for binding to HIV
protease. For the inhibitor to bind in a non-symmetric con-
formation, the barrier to inter-conversion would need to be
overcome before a complex could be formed. Here we have
defined the difference in Gibbs’ free energies (ΔG) of the
symmetric and non-symmetric forms as the strain energy,
which is discussed further below. For urea, the strain energy
is 15–20 kJmol−1.

Comparison of the model systems suggests that any of
these systems may be considered a reasonable model of the
full inhibitor system. Moreover, our results indicate that for
accurate representations of these inhibitors, one may restrict
modelling to the cyclic ureas in the symmetric conforma-
tion. For the purpose of predicting the favoured conforma-
tion of new cyclic inhibitors, it is recommended that model
inhibitor scaffolds contain a minimum of methyl branching
for reliable modelling of cyclic scaffolds. It should be noted
though, that basis sets of at least TZ quality (with appropri-
ate polarization functions) are still required to produce reli-
able results, even with such model inhibitor systems.

Sulfamide - free inhibitor in solution: ab initio and DFT
energies

Conformer relative energies

The de-branched model sulfamide inhibitor system (R 0 H)
was used to benchmark the performance of the computa-
tional methods in the same manner as for the cyclic urea
inhibitor. Relative energies (between the symmetric and

non-symmetric conformations) of the DFT optimized struc-
tures are given in Table 4. Additional results are provided in
the Online resource (energies at B3LYP/6-31G(d) and M06-
2X/6-31G(d) optimized geometries, and additional single
point energies). For reference, the CCSD(T)/TZVPP results
may be considered the most accurate of those presented.

For the de-branched sulfamide the calculated energy dif-
ferences are relatively independent of the DFT functional
and basis set employed in the geometry optimization, and
are also relatively independent of the method and basis set
employed in the single-point energy calculations. Basis set
effects are more pronounced than in the case for the urea
inhibitor, although solvent effects are smaller in comparison
with the urea inhibitor results. The Δ(ZPE) and Δ(ΔG)
corrections are consistent in magnitude between methods
and basis sets; they are typically negative in sign and thus
reduce the preference for the symmetric form.

The sulfamide relative energies consistently converge
from below (become more positive) with respect to the basis
set, which is opposite to the trend observed for the urea
inhibitor. The rate of basis set convergence is slower than
that of the cyclic urea, with the basis set effect between
TZVP and TZVPP being more pronounced (4–5 kJmol−1).
It would appear that for the sulfur-containing species, addi-
tion of an extra d polarization function to the TZVP basis set
(i.e. TZVPP) is important, for which it is concluded that the
TZVPP basis set is necessary to adequately describe the
sulfamides considered in this work. It is expected that the
MP2 calculated results with TZVP and TZVPP basis sets are
converged to within 5.0 and 0.5 kJmol−1 of the basis set
limit, respectively. Basis set limit CCSD(T) values for the
de-branched sulfamide may be estimated to be 23±2 kJ
mol−1 (ether) and 21±2 kJmol−1 (water).

The difference between TZVP and TZVPP calculated rel-
ative energies with CCSD(T) is within 0.5 kJmol−1 of the
corresponding MP2 (and SCS-MP2, SOS-MP2) differences,

Table 3 Barrier heights (kJ
mol−1) relative to the symmetric
form of the methyl branched
urea conformer, for inter-
conversion between symmetric
and non-symmetric conformers

See Table 1 footnotes

B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometry M06-2X/6-31G(d) geometry

Ether Water Ether Water

Geometry opt method 50.2 56.6 52.4 63.3

B3LYP/TZVPP 52.8 49.9 54.6 65.1

M06-2X/TZVPP 55.3 60.6 55.0 65.0

MP2/TZVPP 55.5 63.9 55.3 65.0

SCS-MP2/TZVPP 56.8 62.1 55.8 64.1

SOS-MP2/TZVPP 57.5 61.1 56.1 63.7

MP2/QZVP 55.4 59.7 54.8 64.9

SCS-MP2/QZVP 56.7 58.0 55.4 64.1

SOS-MP2/QZVP 57.3 57.1 55.7 63.7

Δ(ZPE) −0.3 −1.0 0.3 1.3

Δ(ΔG) −0.4 −3.8 −0.2 3.1
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which again suggests that for branched inhibitors addition of the
MP2 difference between TZVP and TZVPP energies to the
CCSD(T)/TZVP energies could provide an approximate
CCSD(T)/TZVPP relative energy. Significant variation is noted
in the deviation ofMP2 results from those of CCSD(T)/TZVPP:
the SCS-MP2 differences (0.5 kJmol−1) are less than half that of
MP2 (1.4 kJmol−1), while SOS-MP2 is within 0.1 kJmol−1. It is
suggested that for the largermethyl and fully branched inhibitors
that the scaled MP2 methods (SCS-MP2 and SOS-MP2) will
provide more reliable energies than standard MP2.

In contrast to the observed experimental preference for a
non-symmetric (branched) form when bound, for the de-
branched sulfamide inhibitor the symmetric form is pre-
dicted to be the most stable at all levels of theory. In the
case of the de-branched urea inhibitor, the preference for the
symmetric conformer is approximately 20 and 15 kJmol−1

with an implicit ether and water solvent, respectively. For
the de-branched sulfamide the preference for the symmetric

form is approximately 20 kJmol−1 with either solvent mod-
el. It is concluded that the ring scaffold itself has a prefer-
ence for a symmetric conformation, for which branching is
required to produce a non-symmetric conformation, possi-
bly as a result of reduced steric interactions. It has previous-
ly been hypothesized that the change in symmetry
preference of the cyclic sulfamides is due to a change in
the geometry of the central scaffold in comparison with
other cyclic inhibitors [15], however our results and analysis
for the de-branched scaffold do not support that hypothesis.

Results for the methyl branched sulfamide are presented
in Table 4. At all levels of theory considered the non-
symmetric form is favoured, which differs from the de-
branched case. Solvent polarity effects are minimal, with
an implicit water model always favouring a more positive
energy difference (favours the symmetric form). The
Δ(ZPE) and Δ(ΔG) corrections are positive in sign, which
favours the symmetric conformation. While the Δ(ΔG)

Table 4 Energy difference be-
tween symmetric and non-
symmetric forms of de-branched
and methyl branched cyclic sul-
famide inhibitors (kJ mol−1).
Energy is defined relative to the
symmetric conformation (posi-
tive values indicate that the
symmetric form is lower in
energy)

See Table 1 footnotes

Ether Water Ether Water

De-branched inhibitor B3LYP/cc-pVTZ geometry M06-2X/cc-pVTZ geometry

Geometry opt method 23.3 22.2 23.4 22.0

B3LYP/TZVPP 23.7 22.4 23.9 22.6

M06-2X/TZVPP 24.0 22.3 23.8 22.3

MP2/TZVPP 22.6 21.1 22.8 21.5

SCS-MP2/TZVPP 21.6 20.2 21.9 20.7

SOS-MP2/TZVPP 21.1 19.7 21.5 20.2

MP2/QZVPP 22.7 21.3 22.8 21.5

SCS-MP2/QZVP 21.8 20.4 22.0 20.7

SOS-MP2/QZVP 21.3 19.9 21.6 20.3

CCSD/TZVP 17.6 16.1 17.9 16.4

CCSD(T)/TZVP 16.6 15.2 17.0 15.6

CCSD/TZVPP 22.1 20.7 – –

CCSD(T)/TZVPP 21.3 20.0 – –

Δ(ZPE) −0.8 0.2 1.2 0.4

Δ(ΔG) −1.9 0.1 1.4 0.3

Methyl branched inhibitor B3LYP/cc-pVTZ geometry M06-2X/cc-pVTZ geometry

Geometry opt method −6.4 −4.8 −6.1 −5.0

B3LYP/TZVPP −5.7 −4.0 −6.1 −4.4

M06-2X/TZVPP −6.2 −4.4 −4.3 −3.0

MP2/TZVPP −6.9 −5.1 −7.0 −5.5

SCS-MP2/TZVPP −6.3 −4.5 −7.9 −6.3

SOS-MP2/TZVPP −6.0 −4.2 −8.4 −6.7

MP2/QZVPP −6.9 −5.0 −6.2 −4.6

SCS-MP2/QZVP −6.3 −4.4 −7.2 −5.5

SOS-MP2/QZVP −6.0 −4.1 −7.8 −6.0

CCSD/TZVP −6.4 −4.8 −11.1 −9.5

CCSD(T)/TZVP −7.6 −6.0 −12.2 −10.6

Δ(ZPE) 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.6

Δ(ΔG) 3.6 2.8 1.0 1.7
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correction is opposite in sign to the relative electronic energy, it
is generally not large enough to alter the preference for the non-
symmetric form. An exception is with the M06-2X/6-31G(d)
result, although with the larger cc-pVTZ basis set the Δ(ΔG)
correction is significantly reduced in magnitude to the extent
that the ΔG relative energy remains negative in sign.

The effect of geometry on DFT calculated relative ener-
gies is minimal, however for MP2 and CCSD(T) results the
effect is significant. Although the CCSD(T) calculated
results may be expected to be the most accurate, limitations
of the TZVP basis set results in the de-branched case sug-
gests that the spin-scaled MP2/QZVP results may be more
accurate. This is particularly so in light of the effect of DFT
functional on the geometry – the B3LYP and M06-2X
optimized geometries produce a significant effect on subse-
quent MP2 and CCSD(T) relative energies. With a B3LYP
optimized geometry the TZVP and TZVPP results are esti-
mated to be within 0.8 and 0.3 kJmol−1 of the basis set limit,
respectively. With an M06-2X optimized geometry, the rate
of convergence is much slower. Moreover, there is greater
variation amongst the scaled MP2 methods when using the
M06-2X optimized geometry. It is not clear (especially with
the M06-2X optimized geometries) whether simply adding
the MP2 calculated TZVP to TZVPP difference to the
CCSD(T)/TZVP result will produce a valid estimate of
CCSD(T)/TZVPP energies. Such an approach appears most
valid with the B3LYP optimized geometry, for which an
approximate CCSD(T)/TZVPP result is −7.5±2.0 (ether)
and −5.8±2.0 (water) kJmol−1.

Hulten et al. [17] have reported B3LYP/6-31G(d) results
for the methyl branched sulfamide inhibitor, from which it
was predicted that the non-symmetric conformation was fav-
oured by 10.0 kJmol−1. That is 3–5 kJmol−1 greater than the
estimates in the present work for a B3LYP optimized geom-
etry. All geometry optimizations in the present work have
been performed in the presence of implicit solvent, whereas
no solvent effects were included in the work of Hulten and co-
workers [17]. Solvent effects may well account for the differ-
ence between results from the two studies, andmoreover gives
an indication of the quantitative effect of solvation on the
relative energies (ca. 4–5 kJmol−1).

Results for the fully branched inhibitor are presented in
Table 5. Again, the DFT method used to optimize the
geometry has a significant effect on calculated energetics,
which is most notable in the B3LYP calculated energies. To
further investigate the effect of branching an isopropyl
branched inhibitor was considered, with results presented
in Table 5. Surprisingly, for the isopropyl case there is little
effect of geometry on the calculated energies. Dispersion
effects (calculated with B3LYP-D3 in the gas phase) are
estimated to be ca. +5 kJmol−1 (favouring the symmetric
form), which is greater than the geometry effect on the
B3LYP and M06-2X calculated relative energies for the

isopropyl case. For the fully branched inhibitor, for which
dispersion effects may be considered to be more important,
the M06-2X results are generally more positive in compar-
ison with the B3LYP results.

For the full inhibitor the calculated results are not as
consistent as in the previous cases. Here the DFT and MP2
results differ significantly, with the DFT methods preferen-
tially stabilizing the non-symmetric form (relative energies
are less positive), however there is no uniform prediction of
the preferred conformation. The MP2 methods favour the
symmetric form more than do the DFT methods, although it
should be noted that the scaled MP2 methods reduce the
preference. Again, the relative energies converge with basis
set to more negative values, so it may be expected that in the
basis set limit the non-symmetric form is favoured. It would
appear that in the case of the fully branched sulfamide that
we cannot definitively state which conformation is preferred
when free in solution. While extensive CCSD(T) calcula-
tions with TZVPP or QZVP basis sets would shed light on
the situation, such calculations are not presently feasible.

The effect of branching on conformer preference is great-
er for sulfamide than for urea. With B3LYP optimized
geometries, the relative conformer energy in the basis set
limit is consistently about −7 and −2 kJmol−1 with an
implicit ether and water solvent, respectively. That is,
branching favours the non-symmetric conformation by 20–
25 kJmol−1. With M06-2X optimized geometries the basis
set limit values are not as uniform and the slower basis set
convergence makes it difficult to extrapolate with any cer-
tainty. Nevertheless, the effect of branching can be estimat-
ed to be 20–30 kJmol−1 in favour of the non-symmetric
conformation. Comparison of the model systems suggests
that the debranched system is not an appropriate model of
the full system. It is recommended that model inhibitor
scaffolds contain a minimum of methyl branching, and that
basis sets of at least TZ quality (with appropriate polariza-
tion functions) are employed.

Barriers to inter-conversion

Transition state calculations for the methyl branched sulfa-
mide inhibitor (Table 6) indicate that the barrier height is
much smaller than for the urea, being of the order of 10–
20 kJmol−1. Importantly, this lower barrier height may allow
inter-conversion between symmetric and non-symmetric
conformers of the sulfamide inhibitor when free in solution.

With regard to the question as to why the cyclic sulfamides
bind in a non-symmetric conformation when the vast majority
of cyclic inhibitors bind in a symmetric manner [15] our
analysis indicates that it is the effect of branching rather than
the scaffold itself that is responsible for the non-symmetric
conformation of the cyclic sulfamide. Branching reduces the
relative energy difference between the symmetric and non-
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symmetric forms favouring the non-symmetric conformation
to the extent that with extended branches, the non-symmetric
form is favoured.

The title question of this work remains: can cyclic HIV
protease inhibitors bind in a non-preferred form? Firstly, when
free in solution the ab initio and DFT results suggest that the
non-symmetric conformation of the cyclic sulfamide is fav-
oured, which is consistent with inhibitor conformations deter-
mined from HIV protease-inhibitor crystal structures. Since the

energy difference and barrier height between the symmetric and
non-symmetric forms of sulfamide is relatively small, both
forms may be present in solution and thus available for binding
to HIV protease. That is, it may be possible that the cyclic
sulfamide can bind in a non-preferred manner. However, previ-
ous experimental investigations have not found any evidence of
non-preferred binding of cyclic sulfamides in HIV protease. It is
suggested that with appropriate side-chain branches, binding of
the symmetric (non-preferred) form might be possible.

Table 5 Energy difference be-
tween symmetric and non-
symmetric forms of isopropyl
and fully branched and cyclic
sulfamide inhibitors (kJ mol−1).
Energy is defined relative to the
symmetric conformation (posi-
tive values indicate that the
symmetric form is lower in
energy)

See Table 1 footnotes

Ether Water Ether Water

Isopropyl branched inhibitor B3LYP/cc-pVTZ geometry M06-2X/cc-pVTZ geometry

Geometry opt method −2.7 −2.1 6.3 6.9

B3LYP/TZVP −5.5 −4.6 −5.7 −4.8

B3LYP/TZVPP −6.0 −5.1 −6.3 −5.5

M06-2X/TZVP 4.6 5.4 5.0 5.9

M06-2X/TZVPP 4.0 4.7 4.2 5.0

MP2/TZVPP 1.8 2.8 2.6 3.7

SCS-MP2/TZVPP 0.2 1.1 0.9 1.9

SOS-MP2/TZVPP −0.6 0.3 0.0 0.9

Δ(ZPE) −2.0 −2.1 −2.7 −3.4

Δ(ΔG) −4.2 −3.8 −6.3 −7.5

Fully branched inhibitor B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometry M06-2X/6-31G(d) geometry

Geometry opt method −11.4 −3.2 1.3 6.6

B3LYP/TZVP −12.2 −4.7 −23.2 −15.7

B3LYP/TZVPP −14.5 −7.1 −28.5 −21.0

M06-2X/TZVP −5.0 −1.1 −1.3 −1.3

M06-2X/TZVPP −7.6 −3.7 −6.3 −1.5

MP2/TZVP 1.6 5.9 17.0 22.0

SCS-MP2/TZVP −0.5 4.0 9.1 14.2

SOS-MP2/TZVP −1.6 3.1 5.1 10.4

MP2/TZVPP −3.0 1.4

SCS-MP2/TZVPP −4.8 −0.1

SOS-MP2/TZVPP −5.8 −0.9

Δ(ZPE) −0.3 −0.4 −0.5 −6.1

Δ(ΔG) 2.6 1.7 −1.3 −6.0

Fully branched inhibitor B3LYP/cc-pVTZ geometry M06-2X/cc-pVTZ geometry

Geometry opt method −13.8 −6.5 −3.4 −2.1

B3LYP/TZVP −13.1 −5.7 −20.9 −19.1

B3LYP/TZVPP −14.4 −7.6 −25.7 −24.4

M06-2X/TZVP −5.9 −2.0 −1.2 0.5

M06-2X/TZVPP −7.5 −4.0 −6.0 −4.8

MP2/TZVP −0.3 4.1 15.9 18.3

SCS-MP2/TZVP −2.5 2.2 8.6 10.9

SOS-MP2/TZVP −3.6 1.3 5.0 7.1

MP2/TZVPP −3.9 0.9

SCS-MP2/TZVPP −5.7 −0.8

SOS-MP2/TZVPP −6.6 −1.6

Δ(ZPE) −0.2 −1.0 0.4 −0.5

Δ(ΔG) 2.0 −1.6 −2.2 −4.8
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Free inhibitor in solution: MD simulations

While quantum chemical methods are feasible for modelling
the free inhibitors in solution, modelling the protease-inhibitor
complex necessitates the use of MM methods. It is therefore
important to consider MD simulations on the free inhibitors to
fill the gap between quantum-chemical calculations of inhib-
itors in solution and MD simulations of bound inhibitors.
Here, 50 ns MD simulations have been performed on the fully
branched and methyl branched inhibitors in solution at 300 K.
To corroborate the quantum chemical transition state (barrier
height) calculations, we have carried out 5 ns simulated
annealing simulations on the methyl branched inhibitors at
400, 500 and 600 K. The RMSD of the scaffold atoms to both
the starting symmetric and non-symmetric structures were
calculated for each simulation as a measure of stability and
conformational inter-conversion.

TheMD simulations of the fully branched inhibitors free in
solution indicated no inter-conversion of scaffold conforma-
tions; the starting scaffold conformation (symmetric or non-
symmetric) was the only conformation sampled throughout
the simulation. The only case where a motion away from the
initial structure was observed was for the symmetric sulfa-
mide. Throughout this simulation, a small number of struc-
tures were identified in a modified symmetric conformation,
however they were instantly followed by structures in the
initial symmetric conformation. The RMSDs between the
non-symmetric sulfamide simulation and its initial structure
are much greater than the other simulations and indicate
greater structural variation. During the simulation the non-
symmetric sulfamide adopts a conformation that while being
non-symmetric, is different from the initial structure (if the
scaffold is viewed from the side it has a concave (u-) shape,
compared to the stretched z-shaped conformation of the initial
structure). When the non-symmetric sulfamide simulation is
compared to the structure from the final step of equilibration,
the RMSDs are much more comparable to the other simula-
tions. Plots of RMSD over the length of the simulations are
provided in the Online resource.

Simulations on the methyl branched urea inhibitors
showed no inter-conversion between conformations, inde-
pendent of the temperature at which the simulations were
performed. As the temperature was increased the RMSD to
the initial structure (e.g. symmetric conformation) also in-
creased, however the RMSD to the alternative conformation
(e.g. non-symmetric conformation) did not decrease. This
indicated that inter-conversion did not occur but rather that
the simulated movement was to a modified form of the
inhibitor with the same general symmetry.

For the sulfamide, inter-conversion was observed when
the temperature of the sulfamide simulations was in-
creased to 600 K. For the simulations of the symmetric
conformation at 600 K, the greatest proportion of time
was spent in a non-symmetric conformation. However,
while inter-conversion was also observed in the non-
symmetric simulation, the symmetric conformation was
only sampled once and for a very short time frame
(∼0.1 ns). It is suggested that the non-symmetric sulfa-
mide is the more stable form. The increase in the number
of inter-conversions observed for the sulfamide simula-
tions compared to the urea simulations correlates with the
DFT transition state calculations, where it was found that
the activation barrier between the sulfamide conformers
was much smaller than that of the urea.

Bound inhibitors: MM-PB(GB)SA binding energies

Knowledge of the favoured conformation of cyclic inhib-
itors when free in solution is important for an under-
standing of inhibitor behaviour, however it is equally
important to understand the favoured conformations of
the inhibitors upon binding to HIV protease. In the
bound form only the fully branched inhibitors were con-
sidered. Here MD simulations and MM-PB(GB)SA cal-
culations were utilized, as ab initio and DFT methods are
not feasible for such a large system, and moreover, MD
and MM-PB(GB)SA methods are commonly used with
inhibitor-protein systems.

Table 6 Barrier heights (kJ
mol−1) relative to the symmetric
form of the methyl branched
sulfamide conformer, for inter-
conversion between symmetric
and non-symmetric conformers

See Table 1 footnotes

B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometry M06-2X/6-31G(d) geometry

Ether Water Ether Water

Geometry opt method b 7.7 8.8 8.9 14.8

B3LYP/TZVPP 7.2 9.0 9.7 19.0

M06-2X/TZVPP 7.6 9.3 10.2 17.7

MP2/TZVPP 9.6 9.6 9.2 17.6

SCS-MP2/TZVPP 10.0 10.0 9.0 18.1

SOS-MP2/TZVPP 10.2 10.2 8.9 18.3

Δ(ZPE) −0.6 −0.8 0.5 2.4

Δ(ΔG) 2.9 2.4 4.4 8.5
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Cyclic urea

MM-PB(GB)SA binding free energies (ΔG) of the cyclic
urea inhibitor bound to HIV protease in both the symmetric
and non-symmetric conformation are given in Table 7. Crys-
tal structures suggest that only the symmetric form binds to
HIV protease. It is relevant to the title question that no inter-
conversion of conformers was observed in any of the sim-
ulations. The single trajectory approach of the MM-PB
(GB)SA protocol relies on the assumption that the inhibitor
conformations sampled in the MD simulations (bound in-
hibitor) are similar to those that will be sampled when free
in solution. In this context, it is important to consider the ab
initio and DFT calculated energy difference between the
symmetric and non-symmetric conformers (strain energy)
when free in solution.

The MM-PBSA binding energies are reasonably similar
for the symmetric and non-symmetric forms of the cyclic
urea inhibitors. Simulations using the B3LYP/6-31G(d) li-
gand charges and geometries favoured the experimentally
observed symmetric form of the inhibitor, while those with
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ ligand charges and geometries favoured
the non-symmetric form. Addition of strain energy (confor-
mational preference for a symmetric conformation for the
free inhibitor) serves to emphasize the preference for a
symmetric form when bound for the B3LYP/6-31G(d) li-
gand parameters, and changes the preference with the
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ ligand parameters to the symmetric form.

With MM-GBSA, ΔBE results suggest the non-
symmetric form to be more strongly bound, which is oppo-
site what is expected on the basis of available crystal struc-
tures. With B3LYP/6-31G(d) ligand parameters the MM-
GBSA binding energy is insufficient to overcome the strain
energy, which results in the symmetric form being favoured
once strain energy is included. However, with B3LYP/cc-
pVTZ ligand parameters the preference for the non-
symmetric form is greater than with the 6-31G(d) basis set
(i.e. ΔBE is more negative), and coupled with the smaller
strain energy, this results in the non-symmetric form being
favoured.

Analysis of the components of the binding energies indi-
cates that Eelec for the symmetric conformation are always
greater in magnitude than that of the non-symmetric confor-
mation, while EvdWof the symmetric conformation are smaller
in magnitude. It is of interest to note thatΔGsolv(PB) is greater
in magnitude for the non-symmetric inhibitors, even though
the Eelec energy is smaller. However, this is countered by the
corresponding increase in EvdW for the non-symmetric inhib-
itors, which yields final MM-PBSA binding energies that are
similar in magnitude.

The inability of the MM-GBSA method to correctly iden-
tify the preferred conformation of the bound inhibitor is due to
ΔGsolv(GB) preferentially stabilizing the non-symmetric con-
formation. In all four calculations the PB solvation approach
yields greater solvation energies for the non-symmetric con-
formation by 8–16 kJmol−1. In contrast the GB solvation

Table 7 Components of MM-PB(GB)SA calculated binding energies (kJ mol-1) for the fully branched cyclic urea inhibitor bound to HIV protease

Inhibitor basis set and solvent

Component 6-31G(d), ether 6-31G(d), water cc-pVTZ, ether cc-pVTZ, water

sym non-sym sym non-sym sym non-sym sym non-sym

Eelec −210.3 −209.0 −257.7 −230.4 −205.7 −200.9 −251.5 −241.0

EvdW −259.1 −274.4 −257.3 −281.2 −257.4 −281.2 −254.9 −278.9

ΔGsolv(PB) 327.0 342.3 372.1 380.5 324.4 341.9 368.3 378.5

ΔGbind(PB) −142.4 −141.1 −142.9 −131.1 −138.7 −140.3 −138.1 −141.4

ΔBE(PB) b 1.3 11.8 −1.6 −3.3

ΔGsolv(GB) 221.6 225.9 264.4 242.0 222.0 217.3 264.5 248.1

ΔGbind(GB) −247.7 −257.5 −250.6 −269.5 −241.1 −264.9 −241.9 −271.8

ΔBE(GB) b −9.2 −18.9 −23.8 −29.9

Strain energy c 20.0 22.2 14.4 17.0

ΔBE(PB) + strain 21.3 34.0 12.8 13.7

ΔBE(GB) + strain 10.9 3.2 −9.4 −12.9

Inhibitor atomic charges are calculated with the RESP procedure from B3LYP calculations using the tabled basis set and solvent, at B3LYP
optimized geometries with the same basis set and solvent. Here ‘sym’ and ‘non-sym’ refer to symmetric and non-symmetric conformations,
respectively. ΔGbind ¼ Eelec þ EvdW þΔGsolv. BE refers to binding energy
b Δ(BE) relative binding free energies are given relative to the symmetric conformation
c Strain energies (ΔG) calculated with SCS-MP2/TZVPP electronic energies and B3LYP calculated Δ(ΔG) corrections (ΔG ¼ Ee þΔ ΔGð Þ)
using the appropriate solvent and B3LYP optimized geometry. SOS-MP2/TZVPP values are on average 0.2 kJmol−1 smaller
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approach yields greater solvation energies for the non-
symmetric conformation only with the B3LYP/6-31G(d) ether
solvent inhibitor parameters; in all other cases the GB solva-
tion energy is greater for the symmetric conformation. This
preferential stabilization effect is of the order of 5–22 kJmol−1

for the four approaches considered. When combined with a
decrease in Eelec and increase in EvdW, this allows for a
significant favouring of the non-symmetric form, especially
when the charges were calculated in a water-type solvent.

It is observed that the magnitudes of the electrostatic and
solvation energies are greater for the inhibitors produced
with the water solvent model than for the ether solvent
model, while there was little difference between the different
basis sets. It is expected that this is a result of variation in the
atomic charges that arises from using different solvent mod-
els. We have recently reported a detailed study on the
significant effect that atomic charge methods may have on
subsequent MM-PB(GB)SA binding energies [65].

It is possible to hypothesize that improved binding energies
may be achieved by taking MM-PB(GB)SA binding energy
estimates from MD simulations performed with atomic
charges generated in an ether-type solvent environment, and
including ab initio calculated strain energies carried out in an
implicit water solvent environment. That is, the different
solvent environments of the bound and free inhibitor are being
considered. Resultant MM-PBSA energies are 23.4 and
15.4 kJmol−1 for the 6-31G(d) and cc-pVTZ geometries,
respectively, while MM-GBSA energies are 13.0 and

−6.8 kJmol−1, respectively. With this approach, all calcula-
tions apart from MM-GBSA with B3LYP/cc-pVTZ geome-
tries correctly predict the symmetric conformation to be most
stable when bound to HIV protease. It would appear that the
solvent environment (while modelled implicitly) has a signif-
icant effect on calculated binding energies.

Cyclic sulfamide

Calculated binding energies for the different conformations of
the cyclic sulfamide inhibitor bound to HIV protease are
presented in Table 8. Both MM-PBSA and MM-GBSAmeth-
ods predict the non-symmetric conformation to be favoured,
in agreement with experiment. The difference between the
two conformations is greater with the MM-GBSA method.
As for the cyclic urea simulations, a greater Eelec contribution
was noted for the symmetric conformation, while a greater
EvdW contribution was predicted for the non-symmetric form.
These opposing trends largely cancel leaving the solvation
energies as the determining factor of stability, which favours
the non-symmetric conformation. The strain energy is gener-
ally negative in sign and typically two orders of magnitude
smaller than the calculated binding energy itself (ΔGbind),
which results in no change of preferred conformation with
the inclusion of strain energy.

If a mixed solvent approach is considered for sulfamide
in the same manner as for the urea, the MM-PBSA energies
are −13.9 and −18.4 kJmol−1 for the 6-31G(d) and cc-pVTZ

Table 8 Components of MM-PB(GB)SA calculated binding energies (kJ mol−1) for the cyclic sulfamide inhibitor bound to HIV protease

Inhibitor basis set and solvent

Component 6-31G(d), ether 6-31G(d), water cc-pVTZ, ether cc-pVTZ, water

sym non-sym sym non-sym sym non-sym sym non-sym

Eelec −270.7 −230.3 −299.5 −282.0 −243.9 −197.9 −275.7 −233.3

EvdW −269.5 −290.4 −264.4 −285.3 −273.5 −290.9 −263.9 −285.4

ΔGsolv(PB) 387.3 352.4 412.9 400.8 371.7 327.1 386.1 362.8

ΔGbind(PB) −152.9 −168.4 −151.0 −166.5 −145.7 −161.7 −153.5 −155.9

ΔBE(PB) b −15.5 −15.5 −16.0 −2.3

Gsolv(GB) 252.2 212.1 282.6 252.0 242.6 188.1 264.9 220.2

ΔGbind(GB) −287.9 −308.7 −281.3 −315.4 −274.7 −300.6 −274.6 −298.5

ΔBE(GB) b −20.8 −34.0 −25.9 −23.9

Strain energy c −2.2 1.6 −3.7 −2.4

ΔBE(PB) + strain −17.7 −13.9 −19.7 −4.7

ΔBE(GB) + strain −23.0 −32.4 −29.6 −26.3

Inhibitor atomic charges are calculated with the RESP procedure from B3LYP calculations using the tabled basis set and solvent, at B3LYP
optimized geometries with the same basis set and solvent. Here ‘sym’ and ‘non-sym’ refer to symmetric and non-symmetric conformations,
respectively. ΔGbind ¼ Eelec þ EvdW þΔGsolv. BE refers to binding energy
b Δ(BE) relative binding free energies are given relative to the symmetric conformation
c Strain energies (ΔG) calculated with SCS-MP2/TZVPP electronic energies and B3LYP calculated Δ(ΔG) corrections (ΔG ¼ Ee þΔ ΔGð Þ)
using the appropriate solvent and B3LYP optimized geometry. SOS-MP2/TZVPP values are on average 0.9 kJmol−1 more negative
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geometries, respectively, while the MM-GBSA energies are
−19.1 and −28.3 kJmol−1, respectively. This follows the
same trend for the standard MM-PB(GB)SA energies, and
reinforces the conclusion that it is the non-symmetric form
of the sulfamide inhibitor that binds to HIV protease.

It appears that employing the GB approach in the calcula-
tion of solvation energies (ΔGsolv) favours the non-symmetric
forms of both inhibitors. As a result, it would appear to be
important to include strain energy in the binding energies, and
moreover, that consideration should be given to the inhibitor
environment when selecting the method (or parameters) used
to calculate the strain and binding energies.

Conclusions

The work here presents a thorough analysis of conformer
energetics of cyclic urea and cyclic sulfamide inhibitors of
HIV protease in different environments using quantum
chemical calculations, as well as MD simulations followed
by MM-PBSA calculations. The primary conclusions that
arise from this work are:

& For the cyclic urea inhibitor, quantum chemical calcu-
lations predict that the symmetric conformation is fav-
oured when free in solution, independent of branching.
For the cyclic sulfamide inhibitor, there is a fine balance
between the symmetric and non-symmetric forms, with
the non-symmetric form predicted to be marginally more
stable in the case of the full inhibitor.

& Transition state modelling of methyl-branched inhibitors
suggests that the barrier to inter-conversion of confor-
mations for urea is 50–60 kJmol−1, while for the sulfa-
mide it is 10–20 kJmol−1. It is concluded that inter-
conversion will not occur in the case of the urea, but
that inter-conversion may well occur with the sulfamide.

& In both cases the central scaffold (de-branched inhibitor)
is predicted to strongly favour a symmetric conforma-
tion. Branching typically favours the non-symmetric
conformation, for which an appropriate choice of
branching may result in the non-symmetric conforma-
tion becoming favoured.

& For free inhibitors, a methyl-branched system appears to
be an effective model system for the full inhibitor for
both cyclic urea and sulfamide inhibitors, which pro-
vides an efficient and effective avenue for future theo-
retical studies. It is concluded that a de-branched cyclic
sulfamide is not an appropriate model system for studies
of cyclic sulfamide inhibitors.

& MM-PBSA predicts the sulfamide to bind to HIV pro-
tease in the non-symmetric form, and cyclic urea to bind
in the symmetric form, consistent with available X-ray
data. MM-GBSA predicts the sulfamide to bind in a

non-symmetric conformation, with urea also binding in
a non-symmetric conformation. The GB method prefer-
entially favours non-symmetric binding relative to the
PB approach (for both urea and sulfamide) as a result of
the GB calculated ΔGsolv component.

& Inclusion of strain energy to MM-PB(GB)SA binding
energies is significant in determining the preferred form
of bound inhibitors. Inclusive of strain energy, the MM-
PBSA predicts the bound form to be the same as the X-
ray structure (for all ligand charges and geometries).
With MM-GBSA, all except the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ ligand
parameters predict the bound form to be the same as the
X-ray structure.

Can these inhibitors bind in a non-preferred conformation?
Our results indicate that when free in solution, the cyclic sulfa-
mide inhibitor may well be present in the non-preferred sym-
metric conformation in addition to the non-symmetric form,
while this is not likely in the case of the urea. Subsequently,
the cyclic sulfamide is predicted to be the more likely candidate
to bind in the non-preferred manner, although MM-PB(GB)SA
calculations suggest that the non-symmetric form is preferen-
tially bound. To date, the hypothesis of non-preferred binding to
HIV protease has only been tested (unsuccessfully) with cyclic
sulfamides [18]. It is hoped that the present results will stimulate
further experimental investigation.
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